Application of ultrasound-guided core biopsy to minimize the non-diagnostic results and the requirement of diagnostic surgery in extrapulmonary tuberculosis of the head and neck.
Head and neck extrapulmonary tuberculosis (ETB) presenting as lymphadenopathy poses a great threat by potentially increasing the deterioration of clinical outcomes. Tissue sampling for diagnostic confirmation of ETB is the only invasive procedure during the entire clinical course. It is, therefore, necessary to establish ETB sampling methods with accuracy and minimal invasiveness. From 2009 to 2014, consecutive patients suspected of ETB receiving ultrasound-guided core biopsy (USCB), fine needle aspiration (FNA), and open biopsy (OB) were enrolled for comparison. There were 52 cases in the USCB group, 58 cases in the FNA group, and 78 cases in the OB group. For USCB, FNA, and OB groups, the diagnostic rates were 84.6 %, 8.6 %, and 100 % and the positive rates of acid-fast stain were 28.6 %, 0 %, and 37.5 %, respectively. The diagnostic rates of culture were 9.6 %, 0 %, and 50 %, respectively. For head and neck ETB, USCB procedure is timesaving, without leaving poor-healing wounds, scars, and the need for general anaesthesia and hospitalization. This study helps to optimize the ETB sampling method in head and neck based on diagnostic accuracy and minimal invasiveness. USCB can serve as the first-line diagnostic tool for ETB by reducing non-diagnostic results and the need for diagnostic surgery. • USCB shows higher diagnostic accuracy of ETB than FNA (84.6 % vs. 8.6 %). • USCB diminishes wound complications caused by surgical intervention for ETB. • USCB avoids general anaesthesia and hospitalization for diagnosing ETB. • USCB saves time and reduces the medical costs of diagnosing ETB.